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ABSTRACT

Chang Wan Han, Ph. D., Purdue University, December 2016. Characterization of
Heterogeneous Catalysts using Advanced Transmission Electron Microscopy Techniques.
Major Professor: Volkan Ortalan.
A heterogeneous catalyst is one of the most indispensable materials in industry
and our daily life. Approximately 85-90% of the chemical products are made by utilizing
catalytic processes. Moreover, heterogeneous catalysts are heavily used to clean up the
exhaust gases and to prevent pollutions. In this regard, developing a novel heterogeneous
catalyst having a long lifetime as well as an excellent catalytic activity, selectivity is
crucial to sustain our modern society. Since this requires a clear understanding on the
correlations between catalytic properties and structures of the catalyst, characterization of
catalysts is an essential part of the heterogeneous catalysts research. However, this can
often be a daunting challenge, because the structural components determining the
catalytic properties have many different length scales from atomic to macro-scale.
Furthermore, the microstructures of the catalysts are dynamically changed as the catalysts
are exposed to reactive environments, such as gaseous and liquid reactants, heat, and etc.
The focus of this dissertation is to develop and apply advanced transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) techniques, such as electron tomography (ET), aberrationcorrected scanning TEM (AC-STEM), and in-situ TEM to solve challenging problems in
the field of heterogeneous catalysis.

xiii
Major questions being addressed in this dissertation are closely related to the sintering
phenomena, including the “surface migration mechanism” of catalytic nanoclusters, the
correlations between “three dimensional (3D) structures of catalysts and thermal stability,”
and “thermal behaviors” of catalytic nanoparticles at high temperatures. Specifically,
fast-scan high angle annular dark-field (HAADF) AC-STEM probed the surface
migration behavior, which is one of the most fundamental steps of the sintering process
(especially, Ostwald ripening), of Ir atoms and clusters on MgO surfaces at ~ 100 msec
temporal resolution. Moreover, 3D structural information of ZnO mesotripod and AuIr
bimetallic catalysts was obtained using ET and quantitatively analyzed 3D structure was
correlated with the thermal stability. Finally, in-situ TEM visualized the real-time
morphological changes and the thermal behaviors of Au-Fe3O4 dumbbell nanoparticle
catalysts at high temperatures.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Catalysts are indispensable in modern chemical industries. Most chemical
products (approximately, 85-90%) are made through catalytic processes.1 Moreover,
catalysts have been used to clean up exhaust gases from chemical plants and automobiles.
In this regard, catalysts can be considered as one of the most important engineered
materials in our modern society.
Modern catalysts are traditionally categorized as homogeneous, heterogeneous,
and bio catalysts; homogeneous catalysts have the same phase with the reactant
substances. That is, in homogeneous catalysis, catalysts will be liquid (or gas), if
reactants are in liquid (or gaseous) phase. Bio catalysts are a sort of proteins having
enzymatic functions. Heterogeneous catalysts have a different phase (mostly, solids) with
reactants having a form of liquid or gaseous phase. Therefore, heterogeneous catalysts
have been preferred in chemical industries in that they can be easily separated from
reactants and products. Most of heterogeneous catalysts are solid phases being comprised
of nanoparticles dispersed on a high surface area support as shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 Z-contrast scanning transmission electron microscopy images of gold
nanoparticles supported on titania (rutile) support. Due to the nature of Z-contrast
imaging, gold nanoparticles (Z=79) show higher intensities with compared to titania
support. Due to the nature of Z-contrast imaging, gold nanoparticles (Z=79) show higher
intensities with compared to titania support (effective Z=12.7).

In this regard, developing a novel heterogeneous catalyst having a long lifetime
with a superior catalytic activity/selectivity is crucial to sustain our society. Since this
requires a clear understanding on the correlations between the catalytic properties and
structures of the catalysts, a characterization of catalysts is an essential part of the
heterogeneous catalyst research.
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However, this can often be a daunting challenge. Since the structural components
determining the catalytic properties have many different length scales from atomic to
macro-scale as shown in Figure 1.2.1: Fundamental catalytic reaction, such as a bond
breakage of reactant and a bond formation of product occur at a molecular level. In these
fundamental steps, the atomic scale catalytic active sites (low coordinate atoms at corners
and perimeters of nanoparticles2) play a significant role. Transport phenomena, such as
the diffusion of reactant molecules through the pores of support materials also affects the
rate of heterogeneous catalysis. Therefore, nano and/or macroscale pore distributions
might also be considered for a clear understanding.

Figure 1.2 A schematic showing a large length scales in heterogeneous catalysis (Image
adapted from: [1] I. Chorkendorff and J. W. Niemantsverdriet, Concepts of Modern
Catalysis and Kinetics. Weinheim: Wiley-VCH, 2006)
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Moreover, the microstructures of the catalysts are dynamically changed when the
catalysts are exposed to its real operating conditions, that are highly reactive
environments due to gaseous and liquid reactants, heat, and etc.

In this regard, a comprehensive structural characterization, is highly required in
the heterogeneous catalysis field. In 2014, Paul A. Midgley and Sir John Meurig Thomas
introduced a new philosophy in materials characterization with a new term – Multidimensional electron microscopy (MEM),3 in which a multi-dimensional dataset
combining 3D real space morphology with temporal, chemical information is used for a
new insight into the physicochemical behavior of materials. In the sense that
heterogeneous catalysts have complicated three-dimensional shapes and its morphologies
and chemical structures are continually varied, MEM is the right direction in
characterizing as heterogeneous catalysts.
In this dissertation, within the philosophy of MEM, advanced transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) techniques were developed and applied to address many
practical and scientific questions behind heterogeneous catalysis. Among various
problems in heterogeneous catalysts, the main focus is on the deactivation issue of
heterogeneous catalysts due to nanoparticle sintering, as industries have to spend billions
of dollars every year for replacement of catalysts.4 In chapter 2.1, a new 3D electron
tomography (ET) technique called the secondary-signal imaging electron tomography
(SSI-ET) will be introduced and their operating mechanism will also be discussed.5 It is
expected that this technique will be highly useful to investigate the sintering behaviors of
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the supported nanoparticles on a mesoscale oxide supports. In chapter 2.2, annular-dark
field (ADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) electron tomography
(ADF-STEM ET) was applied to quantitatively characterize AuIr bimetallic catalyst to
reveal the intrinsic high stability of the AuIr/TiO2 catalyst.6 In chapter 2.3, the real-time
surface migration behavior, which is the most fundamental step of a sintering, of Ir atoms
in the atomically dispersed Ir/MgO catalyst was investigated by using sequential Zcontrast AC-STEM7 and the results will be discussed. Finally, in chapter 2.4, the MEM
analysis which combines in-situ TEM (time), ADF-STEM ET (3D), in-situ EELS
(spectral dimension) was performed to understand an unusual strong metal-support
bonding behavior of Au-Fe3O4 dumbbell nanoparticles.
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CHAPTER 2. DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF ADVANCED
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

2.1

A New Electron Tomography Technique in TEM for Mesoscale Specimens

Reproduced with permission from C. W. Han and V. Ortalan, “Secondary signal imaging
(SSI) electron tomography (SSI-ET): A new three-dimensional metrology for mesoscale
specimens in transmission electron microscope,” Micron, 76, 62-67 (2015).

2.1.1

Introduction

With the development of the “Z-contrast electron tomography” utilizing
incoherent and elastically transmitted electrons in a scanning transmission electron
microscope (STEM) by Midgley and co-workers,8,9 three-dimensional (3D) structure and
morphology of crystalline materials have been successfully reconstructed with the spatial
resolution of 1 nm3.10,11 However, the usefulness of the Z-contrast electron tomography
has been limited to nanomaterials with relatively small thicknesses ( 100 nm). Due to the
contrast reversal,12 the non-linear damping13 of the intensities and the significant increase
of inelastic scattering with the increasing thickness of the specimen, Z-contrast imaging
of “ultra-thick” mesoscale specimens (a few µm) in conventional operating voltage TEM
(e.g., 200 kV) fails to satisfy the projection requirement14 for tomographic reconstruction.
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Despite many efforts to overcome the thickness limitation, to the best of our knowledge,
the reported values of maximum thickness of physical science specimen at which 3D
imaging could successfully be performed in TEM have been below 1 µm.12,15,16 Utilizing
secondary signals for imaging and 3D tomographic reconstruction of ultra-thick samples
with a TEM operating at conventional operating voltages (e.g., 200 or 300kV) was
previously proposed.17 More recently, it has been reported that secondary signal images
taken in an SEM can be used to reconstruct 3D structure of micron-sized fiber systems.18
In this paper, we have investigated underlying principles making the electron tomography
of secondary signals in TEM viable and introduced a new electron tomography technique,
so called the secondary signal imaging (SSI) electron tomography (SSI-ET), utilizing the
secondary signals (secondary electrons (SE) and backscattered electrons (BSE)) in
scanning-mode TEM as a novel 3D metrology for “ultra thick” mesoscale specimens.
Moreover, we have investigated the applicability and limitations of the secondary signal
based electron tomography in TEM on the basis of theoretical foundations (e.g., contrast
mechanism of secondary signal imaging in TEM).

2.1.2

Methods

To demonstrate the capability of the SSI-ET, ZnO mesoneedle and mesotripod
having mesoscopic dimensions (300 nm

1.5 µm in diameter and 5 µm in branch length)

were investigated. TEM experiments, including bright-field TEM (BF-TEM) and SSI
were performed using a 200 kV JEOL S/TEM microscope (JEM-2500SE) equipped with
a scintillator type SSI (SE/BSE) detector. For tomographic reconstruction of the
specimens, the SSI tilt series were acquired using 1◦ tilt angle interval over the range
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−71◦ to +71◦ for the mesotripod and the range −69◦ to +69◦ for the mesoneedles. The
acquired tilt series were reconstructed using the model based iterative reconstruction
(MBIR) method in TEMBIR software.19
We also performed Monte Carlo (MC) electron scattering simulation using
CASINO v3.220 to investigate the contribution (i.e., the relative amount) of SE and BSE
in SSI with the purpose of interpreting the underlying mechanism of intensity and
contrast of the acquired SSI images. In CASINO v3.2, the physical model for relativistic
electron elastic cross-section (EECS) are implemented for 100–300 keV electrons21 and
therefore, the effects of the acceleration voltage of an electron beam and the thickness of
ZnO on the BSE generation yield (η) and the SE generation yield (!), defined as Eqs. (1)
and (2), could be accurately investigated:

η=

N BSE
N IE … (1)

where NBSE and NIE are the number of BSE and the number off incident electrons (IE),
respectively.

δ=

N SE
N IE …(2)

where NSE is the number of SE.

2.1.3

Results and Discussion

BF-TEM and SSI images of ZnO mesoneedle and mesotripod taken with 200 kV
electron beam are shown in Fig. 2.1a, b and c, d, respectively. In the BF-TEM image (Fig.
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2.1a) of ZnO mesoneedles (diameter: up to 200 nm, length: up to 1.5 µm) that are
relatively thinner than the mesotripods, the thickness effect on contrast in BF image is
clearly visible at the area at which two mesoneedles are stacked on top of each other
(arrow in Fig. 2.1a). However, for the thicker ZnO mesotripod, diameter and length of
each branch reaches up to about 1 µm and 6 µm, respectively and the BF-TEM
imaging fails to project the thickness variation of the sample (Fig. 2.1b). Fig. 2.1b clearly
demonstrates that imaging with transmitted electrons is not achievable for electron
tomography of ultra-thick specimens with a microscope operating at conventional
voltages. However, SSI images of the mesotripod remarkably show the thicknessdependent contrast (Fig. 2.1d). The locations (arrows in Fig. 2.1d), where a tripod and
needles are overlapped, show higher intensity with compared to the intensity of the
regions right beside the overlapped locations. SSI images of the ZnO mesoneedle show
the thickness contrast (red arrow in Fig. 2.1c) as well.
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Figure 2.1. BF-TEM and SSI images of ZnO mesoneedle (a,b) and mesotripod (c,d) taken
with 200 kV electron beam. The intensity profiles (e) along the lines annotated on Fig.1c
and d.

Along with the thickness contrast, the strong intensity at the edge region is
another feature of the SSI image of a mesoscale specimen (Fig. 2.1e). To reveal the origin
of strong edge intensities, an SSI linescan simulation have been performed using
CASINO v3.2 code (Fig. 2.2). In this simulation, 1µm thick ZnO slab was built to
simulate the position dependency of SE and BSE generation in mesoscale specimens.
Electron beam energy, probe size, and simulated number of electrons are 200 keV, 1 nm,
and 30,000 electrons, respectively. A linescan profile was set across the boundary
between vacuum and ZnO slab (Fig. 2.2a). Secondary yield plot (Fig. 2.2b) clearly shows
that secondary electrons are more strongly generated at the edge than inner part of the
ZnO slab. In contrast to SE, BSE yield does not show any position dependency (Fig. 2.
2c). Therefore, it can be concluded that the strong intensities (or bright edges) in SSI
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images are originated from SE. The simulation results are also consistent with the fact
that SE can only be emitted from the shallow surface due to the low energy of the SE.22

Figure 2.2 Results of the SSI linescan simulation. Schematic diagram describing the
simulation setup (a), secondary yield coefficient (b), and backscattering coefficient (c).

The thickness contrast in the SSI images has not been demonstrated because the
contrast of SSI in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) at the usual operating voltages
(e.g., 10 and 25 kV) is usually dependent on the surface topology and/or atomic numbers
(Z) of comprising elements (i.e., Z-contrast or mass contrast). Moreover, the contrast
mechanism in atomic resolution SSI in STEM has been mostly attributed to SE emitted
from a few atomic layers of the surface.23,24 However, the SSI images collected from the
ZnO tripod in STEM at 200 kV clearly indicate the thickness contrast, which cannot be
explained by the contribution of SE.
To understand the thickness contrast observed in the SSI images, we performed a
series of MC electron scattering simulations with varying sample thicknesses and primary
electron energies. Fig. 2.3 shows that the SE yield and the BSE yield as a function of the
ZnO thickness with different primary electron energy values. With the electron beam
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energies in conventional SEM (e.g., 10 and 25 keV), the BSE yield is higher than the SE
yield for the entire thickness range and the values of BSE and SE yield are nearly
constant except submicron thickness range (Fig. 2.3a and b). The thickness contrast in
SEM, therefore, is usually negligible. However, the thickness effect starts to become
apparent as the incident energy of electrons exceeds 100 keV. In contrast to the SE yield,
which is independent of the thickness, BSE yield shows a monotonic increase with
increasing thickness of ZnO. At 100 keV, the BSE yield from 100 to 500 nm is lower
than that of SE ( 0.005). However, the BSE linearly increases up to 0.25 with increasing
ZnO thickness until the thickness of 15 µm at which the BSE yield is saturated (Fig. 2.3c).
At 200keV, the BSE yield is negligibly low (0.0001) at 100 nm. This tells that if the
specimen is thin (<100 nm), SE will be dominant in the secondary signals in STEM mode
and this shows consistency with the experimental observation reported by Zhu et al.
(2009). However, the BSE yield monotonically increases up to 0.138 at 35 µm with
increasing thickness (Fig. 2.3d). Furthermore, the contribution of BSE in the secondary
signal will be dominant with thick samples. More importantly, the change of BSE signals
with varying thickness of ZnO satisfy the projection requirement,14 that is the recorded
signal should be a monotonic varying function of some physical property (here, the
thickness) of a specimen. The thickness contrast induced by BSE enables 3D
tomographic imaging of mesoscale materials in TEM and this contrast can only be
obtained at high electron energies (100, 200 keV, or higher). From the results of MC
electron scattering simulations, we found that the main contrast mechanism (that is, the
major electrons contributing to the intensities) in SSI of the thick ZnO mesotripod
specimens at 200 keV is the thickness contrast due to BSE.
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Figure 2.3 Variation of BSE and SE yield as a function of the ZnO thickness with
primary electron energy values of (a) 10 keV, (b) 25 keV, (c) 100 keV, and (d) 200 keV.

In order to further investigate the contrast mechanism and the intensities of an image in
the SSI in STEM at the most widely used 200 and 300 keV beams, a series of MC
simulations were performed and the dependence of the BSE, the major signal in the SSI
of thick samples with STEM, on atomic number (Fig. 2.4a and d) as well as the specimen
thickness (Fig. 2.4b and e) were obtained. Fig. 2.4a and d shows the atomic number
dependence of the BSE yields with varying thicknesses at 200 and 300 keV, respectively.
In contrast to the monotonic increase of the BSE yield with increasing atomic number,
which is generally observed in SEM, the BSE yields of the 200 and 300keV primary
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electrons do not show the monotonic behavior over the entire atomic number range if the
thickness of a specimen is thinner than 50 µm at 200 keV and 100 µm at 300 keV. The
BSE yields of thinner samples satisfy the monotonic behavior for a certain range of the
atomic number. As a consequence of this, the region showing the atomic number contrast
(i.e., mass contrast) is limited as shown in Fig. 2.4c and f. Fig. 2.4b and e shows the
thickness dependence of the BSE yields with varying atomic numbers at 200 and 300
keV, respectively. Both 200 and 300 keV beams show a common trend: relatively low
atomic number elements (<20) show a monotonic increase of the BSE yield over the
entire thickness range of the investigation and the BSE yield of the elements having high
atomic number (>20) also shows a monotonic behavior, however it saturates if the
thickness goes over the critical thickness (Fig. 2.4b and e). In general, the critical
thickness values are inversely proportional to the atomic number. Based on these
analyses, the region showing the thickness contrast is deter- mined (red region in Fig.
2.4c and f). Fig. 2.3c and f indicate the range of the atomic numbers and the thicknesses
to which the SSI-ET is applicable. Considering the projection requirement for
tomographic reconstruction, the shaded areas of thickness contrast (red regions in Fig.
2.4c and f) or mass-thickness contrast (purple regions in Fig. 2.4c and f) are the regions
where the SSI-ET can be utilized. The contrast formation mechanism of the ZnO
mesotripod used in this study corresponds to thickness contrast (filled ellipse in the red
region in Fig. 2.4c). These atomic number-thickness maps of the contrast mechanism tell
that the SSI-ET is readily applicable for ultra-thick (up to 50 µm at 200 keV and to 100
µm at 300 keV) single-phase specimens if those average atomic numbers are below 20.
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Furthermore, the SSI-ET is also applicable for ultra-thick multi- phase specimens
occupying the regions of mass-thickness contrast.

Figure 2.4 BSE yields as a function of the atomic number with various thickness values at
200 keV (a) and 300 keV beam (d), BSE yields as a function the sample thickness with
different atomic number at 200 keV (b) and 300 keV (e), and atomic number-thickness
map of the contrast formation mechanism at 200 keV (c) and 300 keV (f). The region to
which the SSI-ET is applicable is surrounded with a dotted line.

Fig. 2.5 shows the SSI tilt series of the ZnO mesotripod, which was aligned by the
fiducial marker alignment in IMOD software.25 As it is suggested by the MC calculations,
the thickness contrast can be clearly seen in this figure. The intensities of a branch of the
mesotripod (red arrows) increase with increasing tilt angle. Since the effective thickness
of ZnO along the optic axis (i.e., electron beam path in TEM) increases with tilting, the
intensities of SSI image at higher tilt angles become stronger.
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Figure 2.5 The SSI tilt series of the ZnO mesotripod, which was aligned by the fiducial
marker alignment. Red arrows indicate the locations where the effective thickness along
electron beam direction is increased with increasing the tilt angle. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Volume-rendered SSI-ET tomograms of the ZnO mesoneedle and the mesotripod
are shown in Fig. 2.6a and b, respectively. The reconstructed tomograms demonstrate the
successful visualization of the 3D structure of mesoscale materials with SSI in TEM.
Electron tomographic reconstruction in this scale is unprecedented, except the FIB
tomography, which is usually useful for the densely packed bulk materials (e.g., a bulk
piece of alloy) and not for freestanding complex structures. In this regard, SSI-ET opens
up possibilities of correlative microscopy studies of materials in a single instrument with
an extended range (i.e., from atomic scale to mesoscale). This is a marked advantage over
synchrotron X-ray microtomography technique, which has been a major choice for
mesoscale materials but its spatial resolution is limited to a few hundred nanometers.26
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Figure 2.6 Volume-rendered SSI-ET tomogram of the ZnO mesoneedle (a) and the
mesotripod (b). Detailed surface structures shown in the SSI-ET tomogram (c) and the
SSI image (c). Tomogram Movies are available as supplementary information through
Journal Micron website.

An interesting feature of the SSI-ET tomograms is the details at the surface region
of the tomogram. In general, the STEM tomogram shows Z-contrast and therefore, the
intensity of the volume-rendered tomogram will be uniform if the specimen is chemically
homogeneous. In this case, an iso-surface rendering method requiring additional steps for
segmenting voxels needs to be used to clearly see detailed surface features. On the
contrary, the volume-rendered SSI-ET tomograms show higher intensities at the surface
region than the inner part. More interestingly, the detailed surface structures, that are
barely seen in the volume-rendered tomograms of any other “transmitted beam” based
electron tomography, are clearly shown in the SSI-ET tomogram (Fig. 2.6c). The surface
features of the tomogram are consistent with those shown in the SSI image (Fig. 2.6d).
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Remarkable visibility of the surface features in the SSI-ET tomogram can be
attributed to the contributions of the strong edge intensities due to SE. Although it has
been known that signals violating the projection requirement cause artifacts in the
tomographic reconstruction, the SE signal (i.e., strong edge intensities violating the
projection requirement) enhances the visibility of the surface features in the SSI-ET
tomogram. To demonstrate that strong edge intensities enhance visibility of the surface
features in the SSI-ET tomogram, the SSI tilt series containing only edge intensities (Fig.
2.7a) was also reconstructed. Here, the SSI tilt series with edge intensities was obtained
by the following procedure: A 5 × 5 Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG) filter was applied onto
the original SSI images to detect edges. Then, the LoG filtered images were processed
with a 5 × 5 dilation kernel and the results were binarized to get binary edge masks.
Finally, the original SSI images were multiplied by the binary mask images. The
reconstructed tomogram of the edge mask filtered SSI tilt series successfully represents
the detailed surface structures (Fig. 2.7b), those are visible in the SSI- ET tomogram
shown in Fig. 2.6. Similarly, it was reported that the tomographic reconstructions of
edge-filtered images successfully visualized the surface structures of the specimen
supporting that the utilization of SE can provide enhanced visibility of the surface
features.27 Depending on the relative importance of the surface structure, the emission of
the SE to be collected by the detector can be suppressed by applying a positive bias on
the specimen as previously demonstrated.23,24
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Figure 2.7 Edge mask filtered SSI image (a) and reconstructed SSI-ET tomogram of the
mesotripod from the edge mask filtered SSI tilt series (b). Tomogram Movie is available
as supplementary information through Journal Micron website.

2.1.4

Conclusions

We have demonstrated a new electron tomography technique using the secondary
signals (SE and BSE) for mesoscale specimens. The MC electron scattering simulations
revealed that the contrast mechanism in the SSI images of thick samples taken with 200
and 300 keV electron beam is the thickness contrast, which is contributed by the BSE.
Along with the BSE generating the 3D volume information in the SSI-ET tomogram, the
SE signal enhances the visibility of the surface features in the tomogram. Successful
tomographic reconstruction using SSI proves that SSI-ET can directly be utilized for 3D
structural analysis of mesoscale structures, those have never been characterized by
electron tomography in TEM.
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2.1.5

Supplementary Information

Tomogram movies are also freely available through the Journal Micron website at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.micron.2015.04.013
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2.2

Z-Contrast STEM Tomography of AuIr Bimetallic Catalyst

Reproduced with permission from C. W. Han, P. Majumdar, E. E. Marinero, A. AguilarTapia, R. Zanella, J. Greeley, and V. Ortalan, “Highly Stable Bimetallic AuIr-TiO2
Catalyst: Physical Origins of the Intrinsic High Stability against Sintering,” Nano Letters,
15, 8141-8147 (2015). Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

2.2.1

Introduction

Since the discovery in the 1980’s that supported Au nanoparticles have high
catalytic activity for chemical reactions,28,29 Au catalysts have attracted a significant
amount of interest.30 The exceptional low temperature activity of Au catalysts in the
oxidation process makes them one of the most promising catalysts for greener chemical
industries.31–34 Despite the superior catalytic properties, however, inherent instability
against sintering of Au nanoparticles,35,36 which is the main reason for the loss of
catalytic activity during catalytic reactions, hinders large-scale adoption in industry.37
Therefore, developing a method to prevent the deactivation due to sintering is of the
utmost importance in the field of Au catalysis.
Because metal particle growth is one of the most critical issues for many
supported catalysts, studies on the methods for stabilizing such nanoparticles have widely
been conducted. Common approaches include embedding nanoparticles into a matrix38
and covering nanoparticles with porous thin oxides.39–42 Despite the fact that those
approaches successfully demonstrated that sintering of metal nanoparticles is mitigated
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even at high temperature, implementation of said solutions are somewhat limited in that
the catalytic activity is decreased. The reason for the reduced catalytic activity is that the
active sites and/or diffusion of reactant molecules are limited due to the stabilizing
materials that cover the metal nanoparticles and supports.43,44 Furthermore, the approach
to encapsulate individual metal particles with porous shells may be challenging for largescale production.45
There have been a significant number of investigations on stabilization via
physical confinement, however, stabilization studies based on engineering the
composition of the metal nanoparticles are limited thus far. Although there are abundant
reports on controlling the composition of nanoparticles comprising a second metal, the
main focus in those reports was to tailor their catalytic activity and selectivity.46,47
Recently, Cao and Veser reported that the stability of Pt nanoparticles can be
significantly increased when Pt nanoparticles are alloyed with Rh.48 Given the fact that
bimetallic catalysts with high stability don't require special synthesis processing for
stabilization, their utilization as industrial catalysts is of great interest.
There are a few reports on the increased stability of Au catalysts by adding a
second metal.374950515253 In the Au-based bimetallic catalysts (e.g., AuIr, AuAg and
AuCu), the enhanced thermal stability of supported metal nanoparticles is explained by
the existence of a second metal oxide phase (IrO2, AgO, and CuO) that provides stronger
adhesion for the active metal nanoparticles onto the primary oxide support than those
without having the secondary metal oxide. However, we recently found that the
bimetallic AuIr/TiO2 catalyst synthesized by sequential deposition-precipitation method
of Au and Ir maintains small particle size even after reduction heat-treatment at 500 °C in
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H2 (hereafter, referred to as activation or activation heat treatment). This was unexpected
because the previous H2 temperature programmed reduction (H2-TPR) study revealed that
the IrO2 phase is reduced below the activation temperature49 and therefore, the
stabilization effect due to IrO2 is not expected to exist. This result convinced us that
another mechanism plays a role in the stabilization effect in AuIr/TiO2 bimetallic catalyst.
To understand the properties of supported catalysts, sophisticated structural
characterization techniques are indispensable. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
has been key for investigating the local atomic structure of metal nanoparticles and
supports. Especially, aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) utilizing a sub-Ångstrom electron probe provides unprecedented spatial
resolution in terms of imaging and chemical analysis.54,55 Despite being a powerful
technique for atomic-scale characterization, in most cases, two-dimensional (2D) TEM
projection images are not sufficient to investigate three-dimensional (3D) structures.9,56
When considering that industrial heterogeneous catalysts have complicated 3D
morphologies and that this significantly affects the properties of catalysts, such as activity,
stability and selectivity, 3D characterization is critical and should be combined with 2D
atomic-resolution studies.
High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) Z-contrast STEM tomography opens the
possibilities to characterize 3D structures of various nanostructured materials with
nanoscale spatial resolution.8–11,57 This technique has been successfully utilized for
heterogeneous catalysts.58,59 3D information obtained by HAADF-STEM tomography,
such as the spatial distribution of metal nanoparticles and morphologies of catalysts and
supports, provides valuable insights into catalysis.
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Furthermore, given that 3D information is key to understand the stability of
catalysts,44 HAADF-STEM tomography also provides a powerful tool for probing the
atomic-level mechanisms of catalyst degradation.
In this study, we performed a wide variety of transmission electron microscopy
analysis and computational techniques combining quantitative HAADF-STEM
tomography, aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM imaging/spectroscopy, and density
functional theory (DFT) calculations to investigate the enhanced stability of AuIr/TiO2.
Quantitative results of 3D spatial distributions and individual locations of AuIr
nanoparticles, which are critical to reveal the mechanism behind the enhanced stability of
AuIr bimetallic catalysts, were obtained. Moreover, aberration-corrected STEM imaging
and X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) were combined to investigate atomic
resolution morphologies and chemical compositions that are not readily accessible in
electron tomography. Finally, DFT calculations were performed to quantify the strength
of adhesion between AuIr layers of various compositions and the anatase-TiO2 support.

2.2.2

Methods

A bimetallic AuIr/TiO2 (experimental loading 2.8 wt% Au, 2.7 wt% Ir) catalyst
was synthesized by sequential deposition-precipitation with urea (DPU) method as
previously reported. Ir nanoparticles were first deposited on Degussa (now Evonik) P25
TiO2 by the DPU method. Ir/TiO2 sample was washed and dried at 80 °C in vacuum for 2
h and calcined in air at 500 °C for h. Next, Au was deposited onto calcined Ir/TiO2
sample by DPU method. AuIr/TiO2 sample was washed and dried at 80 °C in vacuum for
2 h. The activation heat treatment, which has an effect on increasing the catalytic activity
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and selectivity of AuIr/TiO2, was performed in H2 at 500 °C for 2 h. For the activation,
the temperature was intentionally chosen to fully reduce IrO2 for the purpose of
investigating the role of IrO2 in the stabilization of AuIr nanoparticles. For comparison,
monometallic Au/TiO2 synthesized also by the DPU method and activated under the
same conditions were studied as well (i.e., 500 °C in H2).
Aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM imaging and STEM-XEDS analysis were
performed using a probe-corrected FEI Titan 80-300 STEM and a JEOL ARM200CF.
Three-dimensional characterization of AuIr/TiO2 and Au/TiO2 was performed by
HAADF-STEM tomography. Three sets of tilt-series (one from AuIr/TiO2, one from
Au/TiO2, another tilt series from Au/TiO2 at low magnification) were collected with the
tilt range of at least ± 60 °C on an FEI Titan 80-300 S/TEM. The tilt series were aligned
utilizing cross-correlation, which was followed by fine fiducial marker alignment.
Aligned tilt series were reconstructed using TEMBIR method.19 Reconstructed
tomograms were surface rendered and segmented by Avizo software.
All DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation
Package (VASP)60 which implements the projected augmented wave approach (PAW).61
GGA-PW91 was used for the treatment of exchange correlation energies.62 The TiO2
support was modeled with (101) surface of anatase, which is known to be the most stable
surface.63 The vacuum layer between the slabs was fixed at 25 Å. A Monkhorst-Pack
scheme with 2x2x1 k points was used to sample the Brillouin zone. Tests with a denser kpoint grid confirm convergence with respect to k-points. Electronic tests were converged
to 1.0x10-4, and ionic steps were converged to a force of 0.02 eV/Å. The energy cutoff
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was fixed at 400 eV, and a Methfessel-Paxton smearing of 0.1 eV was employed for the
slab surfaces. The adhesion energy of the slabs (Ead) on TiO2 was calculated as

Ead = Eslab+TiO2 − Eslab − ETiO2

… Eq

where Eslab+TiO2 is the energy of the slab supported on TiO2, Eslab is the energy of the slab
in the gas phase, and ETiO2 is the energy of the anatase TiO2 support.

2.2.3

Results and Discussion

Figure 2.8 shows the results of characterization for as-prepared and activated
AuIr/TiO2 and Au/TiO2 by HAADF-STEM imaging and HAADF-STEM tomography.
The first and second row of Fig. 2.8 represent the results obtained from AuIr (a-c) and Au
samples (d-f), respectively. The first and second columns show HAADF-STEM images
of as-prepared and activated samples. In HAADF-STEM images, high-Z elements, Au
(Z=79) and Ir (Z=77), have high intensity, and the low-Z TiO2 support (Z=12.7 in
average) has relatively low intensity when compared to the metal nanoparticles. The third
column of Fig. 2.8 shows the surface-rendered tomograms obtained by reconstructing the
HAADF-STEM tilt series. In the tomogram, AuIr and Au nanoparticles are colored red
and yellow, respectively. The surface-rendered TiO2 support has transparency for better
visibility of the metal nanoparticles. The histogram in Fig. 2.8 illustrates the measured
metal particle size distributions. As shown in the first column of Fig. 2.8, as-prepared
AuIr (Fig. 2.8a) and Au (Fig. 2.8d) are quite similar (Au: 0.96 ± 0.13 nm, AuIr: 0.96 ±
0.17 nm) in terms of the size of metal nanoparticles on the support. However, the size
distribution and morphologies of AuIr (Fig. 2.8b) and Au (Fig. 2.8e) after the activation
process are clearly different from each other. Despite the activation heat-treatment, AuIr
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bimetallic nanoparticles maintained a small average size (2.65 ± 1.07 nm in diameter)
and dispersed uniformly on the TiO2 surface. Furthermore, AuIr particles have a
homogeneous size distribution (Fig. 2.8g, red columns). In contrast to the bimetallic case,
Au/TiO2 reduced in the same condition shows that Au nanoparticles were significantly
sintered with considerably larger average size (5.32 ± 3.28 nm in diameter) than that of
AuIr nanoparticles, as shown in the STEM image (Fig. 2.8e) and the reconstructed
tomogram (Fig. 2.8f). In addition, the size of Au nanoparticles has a much wider
distribution (Fig. 2.8g, yellow columns) than that of bimetallic AuIr (i.e., inhomogeneity
in particle size).

Figure 2.8 Structures of AuIr and Au on TiO2 shown in HAADF-STEM images and
STEM tomograms. Representative HAADF-STEM images for (a) as-prepared AuIr/TiO2
and (b) activated AuIr/TiO2. (c) Surface-rendered tomogram for AuIr/TiO2 showing AuIr
nanoparticles colored red and TiO2 support colored semitransparent blue. Representative
HAADF-STEM images for (d) as-prepared Au/TiO2 and (e) activated Au/TiO2. (f)
Surface-rendered tomogram for Au/TiO2 showing Au nanoparticles colored yellow. (g)
Histogram of particle size distributions of AuIr (red) and Au (yellow).
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Our investigations showed that sintering of the AuIr nanoparticles was reduced
significantly due to the presence of Ir during the activation heat-treatment condition, in
which it has been known that any IrO2 would be reduced, and therefore the so-called
“nanoglue” effect64 of IrO2 cannot exist. To confirm that there is no “locally remaining”
IrO2 phase affecting the stability of the AuIr nanoparticles, we utilized atomic resolution
aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM imaging to investigate the interface between the
AuIr nanoparticles and TiO2. Typical edge-on view images of AuIr/TiO2 confirm that
there exist no other phases except bimetallic nanoparticles and TiO2 (Fig. 2.9a). This
finding leads us to posit the hypothesis that AuIr nanoparticles are intrinsically stable
instead of being stabilized with the help of the second metal oxide phase (i.e., IrO2) at the
nanoparticle/support interface. We also performed XEDS linescan analysis to determine
how the different metal atom species in AuIr bimetallic nanoparticles distributed within
the nanoparticle interior and at the nanoparticle surfaces (random alloy, core-shell, or
separate phases) (Fig. 2.9b). The result shows that AuIr nanoparticles are not core-shell
or separate Au and Ir particles but random alloys suggesting that AuIr nanoparticles can
have high stability intrinsically with the mixed alloy structure.
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Figure 2.9 Representative atomic structures and chemistry of AuIr/TiO2. (a) Aberrationcorrected HAADF STEM images showing representative AuIr nanoparticles attached on
TiO2 support. (b) STEM-XEDS line-scan profiles for AuIr nanoparticles. Z-contrast
images are smoothed for better visualization.

Besides high resolution analysis of a single nanoparticle, HAADF-STEM
tomography can be utilized to understand stability of supported catalysts45 because
electron tomography provides the stability-relevant 3D structural information, such as
nearest-neighbor distances between metal particles and anchored locations of the metal
particles on supports.
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The nearest-neighbor distance between the active metal nanoparticles is an
important factor that needs to be considered to understand the sintering behavior and the
stability of the catalyst due to the fact that mass transport through surface diffusion and/or
migration of the particle will be facilitated if the distance between particles is
shortened.45,65 Figure 2.10a shows the distribution of nearest-neighbor distance for Au
and AuIr. Due to the sintering of Au nanoparticles during the reduction heat treatment
and the resultant reduction in number of Au particles, the nearest neighbor distance
between Au nanoparticles was significantly increased (average: 41.04 ± 15.83 nm).
Therefore, it is expected that further growth in particle size was prohibited due to the
large nearest-neighbor distance. On the other hand, AuIr nanoparticles maintained a short
distance between the nearest neighbors (average: 7.23 ± 3.86 nm) with a narrow
distribution even after the activation. It is remarkable that AuIr didn't grow further in size
and maintained stability despite their spatial distribution with short nearest-neighbor
distance. The results can be understood if one assumes that the AuIr nanoparticles on
TiO2 have intrinsically lower free energy than that of Au on TiO2, in which case, the
thermodynamic driving force for sintering of AuIr will be naturally lower than for
monometallic Au.
The locations at which AuIr nanoparticles are anchored on TiO2 also indicate
intrinsic lower free energy for AuIr/TiO2 (Fig. 2.10b). Energetically, TiO2 grain
boundaries (GB) and/or local rough surfaces (RS) are preferred locations for reducing the
total free energy of the catalysts. In this aspect, it is expected that metal nanoparticles will
be more frequently found at the TiO2 GB/RS than on TiO2 smooth surfaces (SS).
However, AuIr particles are uniformly distributed on the TiO2 surface as shown in Fig.
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2.10b. To investigate the locations of individual AuIr nanoparticles in a quantitative
manner, the TiO2 surface was categorized as “GB/RS” and “SS” as illustrated in the inset
of Fig. 2.10b. Locations of each single metal nanoparticle were determined from the
surface-rendered tomogram of Au/TiO2 (of lower magnification for statistical analysis)
and AuIr/TiO2. About 90 % of Au nanoparticles are located on the TiO2 GB/RS and only
10% are on the SS suggesting that the high thermodynamic driving force for sintering of
Au nanoparticles on TiO2 leads to most of the Au nanoparticles to be located on the TiO2
GB/RS. This tendency shows consistency with the previous report on the Au/TiO2
catalyst.66 In the case of AuIr/TiO2, the tendency to be located on the TiO2 GB/RS is
considerably reduced as compared to the case of Au. More uniformly distributed AuIr
nanoparticles on TiO2 manifests that the thermodynamic driving force to reduce the free
energy (i.e., driving force to be located on the GB/RS) of the AuIr/TiO2 is considerably
weaker than that of Au/TiO2. This low driving force also indicates that AuIr/TiO2 has
intrinsically lower free energy.

Figure 2.10 Quantified three-dimensional structures of AuIr/TiO2. (a) Histogram showing
the nearest-neighbor distances between metal nanoparticles of Au (yellow) and AuIr (red).
(b) Tomogram showing typical surface morphologies of TiO2 support and histogram
showing fractions of the locations of metal nanoparticles of Au and AuIr on TiO2 support.
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Although the 3D information collected by HAADF-STEM tomography reflects
that AuIr/TiO2 has lower free energy compared to Au/TiO2, the physical origin of the
lowered free energy of the AuIr catalyst cannot be readily determined from TEM analysis.
Therefore, we performed theoretical DFT calculations to further explore the molecular
foundations of the enhanced stability of the AuIr/TiO2. As described further in our DFT
analysis (see below), the increased adhesion energy between AuIr particles and the titania
supports is likely to suppress diffusion and aggregation of the AuIr particles across the
TiO2 surface.
DFT calculations are carried out on the (101) surface of anatase TiO2. The surface
termination of TiO2 is shown in Fig. 2.11a, with under-coordinated O atoms (O 2c) and
Ti atoms (Ti 5c). This surface termination is frequently used for anatase computations.
Segregation studies were done on fcc (111) surfaces of five layered AuIr slabs with an
overall composition of 1:1. This slab thickness is sufficiently large to capture trends in
segregation energetics, which are the primary focus of this study. The bulk lattice
constant of AuIr was computed to be 4.02 Å, which lies between the lattice constants of
Ir (3.88 Å) and Au (4.17 Å). These values agree with experimentally and theoretically
reported lattice constants of Ir (3.83 Å)67 and Au (4.08 Å).68 While the experimental
system consists of AuIr nanoparticles dispersed on TiO2, we used slab models to obtain
insights into segregation behavior; such models are generally appropriate for
nanoparticles with diameters of more than a few nanometers.69 The slabs were supported
on a three layer thick (101) anatase surface. The bottom layer of the TiO2 slab was
passivated using hydrogen to compensate for the effect of dangling bonds. Such an
approach is often used to perform first principle calculations for semiconducting oxide
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surfaces. We note that, while the magnitude of the adhesion energies was affected by
hydrogen passivation, the relative trends did not change. To minimize strain between the
AuIr and TiO2 substrate, 4x4 AuIr slabs on 4x3 TiO2 unit cells were employed. All
atomic layers in the system were fully relaxed.
Figure 2.11b1-b6 shows relaxed configurations of AuIr slabs with typical Au and
Ir segregation patterns that have been tested in this study. Corresponding segregation
energies (SE) and adsorption energies (AE) for each configuration are also reported in
Fig. 2.11b. Configuration in Fig. 2.11b1 shows the unsegregated slab, Fig. 2.11b2 shows
a configuration with Au segregated to both top and bottom surfaces with associated Ir
segregation to the adjacent layers, and configurations shown in Fig. 2.11b3-b6 depict
slabs with different degrees of Ir segregation to the bottom layer. In all cases, the middle
layer in the slab was kept at a 1:1 composition of Au:Ir, to mimic 1:1 bulk alloy. For
given configurations of segregated slabs – Fig. 2.11b3-b6, we examined multiple
configurations by changing the coordination environments of Au and Ir atoms in the
bottom two layers and report those that we have found to have the lowest energy. All SEs
are referenced to the unsegregated slab depicted in Fig. 2.11b1. Clearly, complete Au
segregation to both surfaces is the most stable slab configuration in the absence of a TiO2
support. Hence, to study the effect of slab adsorption on TiO2 on the calculated
segregation profiles, all segregated slabs were required to preserve a top layer of pure Au
(Fig. 2.11b). We note that the adsorbed slabs have a residual strain of 6 % compared to
the anatase substrate; this strain may, in part, be responsible for the relaxations seen in
Fig. 2.11b.
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Figure 2.11 Atomic configurations of calculated anatase surface and AuIr slabs. (a) (101)
surface structure of anatase TiO2. (b) Structures of AuIr slabs: (b1) Configuration of 1:1
composition throughout, (b2) Au segregated to both surfaces, (b3-b6) Slabs with Au
segregated to the top and increasing Ir composition in % in the bottom layer: (b3) 50 (b4)
62.5 (b5) 75 (b6) 87.5 (Unit of SE and AE: eV/AuIr pair and eV/surface Ti atom,
respectively).

The AEs of all the slabs when supported on TiO2 on a per surface Ti atom basis
are also reported in Fig. 4b. It is seen that a pure Au layer in contact with the anatase has
the weakest adhesion of all the configurations. As the amount of Ir in the bottom layer
increases, the adhesion of the slab on TiO2 becomes stronger. The adhesion is strongest
for configuration shown in Fig. 2.11b5, with 75% Ir in the bottom layer, beyond which
we see a weakening in adhesion in config. in Fig. 2.11b6, although it is still more stable
than config. in Fig. 2.11b2 with pure Au at the bottom. These results suggest that
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stabilization occurs as more and more bonds form between the Ir and the TiO2 substrate.
However, beyond a certain Ir concentration in the bottom layer, all oxygen atoms on the
anatase surface are saturated by Ir, and any additional Ir does not lead to extra
stabilization. These results indicate that if Ir is present close to TiO2 in the AuIr
nanoparticles, it will increase the strength of adhesion of nanoparticles to the substrate,
likely resulting in reduced diffusion of the particles across the surface and reduced
sintering by migration and coalescence. Furthermore, increased strength of adhesion
between metal particles and supports lowers free energy of the catalyst and as a
consequence of that, sintering by Ostwald ripening mechanism can also be effectively
suppressed.70 As described above, our experimental synthesis of the nanoparticles was
done such that Ir was deposited first on the anatase, with Au subsequently deposited. This
procedure is consistent with the presence of some Ir atoms at the interface with the
anatase. Crucially, however, this mechanism does not rely on the presence of a fully
developed iridium oxide; simple presence of Ir at the interface is sufficient to enhance the
system stability.

The results of our investigations on AuIr/TiO2 using quantitative HAADF-STEM
tomography, imaging and spectroscopy consistently indicate an intrinsic low free energy
of AuIr bimetallic nanoparticles on anatase TiO2. Furthermore, theoretical DFT
calculations reveal that the adhesion energy, a major determining factor for stability, can
be enhanced when Ir atoms are added to Au nanoparticles and Ir atoms are segregated
towards the AuIr/TiO2 interface. These results indicate that stabilization of AuIr catalyst
does not originate from the existence of a secondary oxide phase (i.e., IrO2) but rather its
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origin resides on the interfacial electronic effects. More importantly, the result of the
DFT calculations strongly suggests that the metal deposition sequence in preparing
bimetallic catalyst could be a critical factor, considering the fact that Ir atoms should be
segregated near TiO2 surface to increase the adhesion energy.

2.2.4

Conclusions

Bimetallic AuIr and monometallic Au catalysts on TiO2 were investigated using
quantitative HAADF-STEM tomography, aberration-corrected STEM imaging, STEMXEDS, and DFT calculations to reveal the origin of the increased stability of the
bimetallic AuIr catalyst. We have obtained three-dimensional structural features
including nearest-neighbor distances between AuIr particles and anchored locations of
the AuIr particles. Aberration-corrected STEM images confirmed that there exist no IrO2
phase at the interface between the AuIr nanoparticles and TiO2. Furthermore, STEMXEDS revealed that AuIr nanoparticles are in the form of mixed alloy. The results lead to
the conclusion that AuIr/TiO2 has intrinsically low free energy preventing sintering. A
series of DFT calculations and configuration models explain the free energy reduction of
AuIr/TiO2 when compared to Au/TiO2: namely, the addition of Ir atoms into Au
nanoparticles improves the adhesion energy of the AuIr nanoparticles to anatase TiO2
surfaces, and as a consequence, the free energy of the catalyst and thermodynamic
driving force to sintering is significantly lowered. These experimental and theoretical
results show the possibility of improving the stability of supported Au nanoparticles and
other supported metal catalysts by introducing suitable elements into the nanoparticles
during the synthesis processes. This is of considerable interest to the heterogeneous
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catalysis industry by virtue of the readily implementable synthesis technique in largescale production. Furthermore, when considering that nanostructures are indispensable
building blocks for advanced energy storage materials, engineering the free energy by
alloying or doping can be expected to play a significant role in improving the
performance of the materials that are critical to solve energy and environment related
issues.

2.2.5

Supplementary Information

Methods
HRTEM and HAADF-STEM imaging for particle size measurement
The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) imaging and high-angle
annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM imaging were performed at 300 kV using an FEI
Titan 80-300 microscope at the Birck Nanotechnology Center, Purdue University and FEI
Titan S 80-300 probe corrected microscope at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The
microscopy images acquired from the bimetallic AuIr and monometallic Au supported on
TiO2 characterize the steady state (long-term) stability of the catalyst samples. Particle
size measurements for AuIr nanoparticles and Au nanoparticles were performed using the
ImageJ software from the collected HRTEM and HAADF-STEM images.
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HAADF-STEM Tomography
Two HAADF-STEM tilt series and one tilt-series were collected from the Au/TiO2 and
AuIr/TiO2 using an FEI Titan 80-300 microscope at the Birck Nanotechnology Center,
Purdue University. Since Au nanoparticles were highly sintered, the number of Au
nanoparticles found at high magnification tilt-series was too low to get a good statistic
information. Therefore, we collected a low magnification tilt-series from the Au/TiO2
having enough number of Au nanoparticles. The collected HAADF-STEM tilt series
were aligned by the fiducial marker alignment implemented in the IMOD software
package. STEM-tomograms were reconstructed from the aligned tilt-series using
TEMBIR method, which provides less missing wedge artifacts and better signal to noise
(SNR) ratio compared to those obtained by conventional weighted back projection (WBP)
and simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT). The reconstructed
tomograms were segmented by thresholding and manual inspection. Segmented
tomograms were visualized by surface-rendering method and quantified by VGS Avizo
software to get inter-particle nearest neighbor distance. Surface rendered tomogram of
Au/TiO2 (high mag.), Au/TiO2 (low mag.), and AuIr/TiO2 are shown in Figure 2.12, 2.13,
and 2.14, respectively. Tomogram movies are also freely available through the ACS
Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acs.nano-lett.5b03585.
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Supplementary Figures

Figure 2.12 Selected frames from the surface rendered tomogram movie of Au/TiO2
(High mag.).
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Figure 2.13 Selected frames from the surface rendered tomogram movie of Au/TiO2
(Low mag.). For better visibility of Au nanoparticles, TiO2 supports are transparently
rendered.
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Figure 2.14 Selected frames from the surface rendered tomogram movie of AuIr/TiO2.
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2.3

Sequential Aberration-Corrected STEM Imaging of Ir/MgO Catalyst: Visualization
of Surface Migration

Reproduced with permission from C. W. Han, H. Iddir, A. Uzun, L. A. Curtiss, N. D.
Browning, B. C. Gates, and V. Ortalan, “Migration of Single Iridium Atoms and Triiridium Clusters on MgO Surfaces: Aberration-Corrected STEM Imaging and Ab initio
Calculations,” J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 6, 4675-4679 (2015). Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society.

2.3.1

Introduction

Because surface transport is important in the sintering of supported metal
catalysts (one of the major causes of catalyst deactivation),71 there is a strong motivation
to find visual evidence of the migrating species, including isolated metal atoms and metal
clusters. Understanding of the surface transport and metal aggregation may lead to
methods for stabilizing supported metal catalysts as well as to insights into the dynamics
of the catalytic species as influenced by their interactions with supports.
Direct visualization of atomic-scale surface diffusion processes is challenging
because it requires fast imaging with atomic resolution. Scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) has been widely adopted in the characterization of solid catalysts—because it
allows imaging of individual atoms with high sensitivity to surface topology—but the
applications of STM for probing surface diffusion in real time have been limited because
the typical time to record a single atom-resolved image is on the order of a minute.72–75
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Alternatively, scanning transmission electron micros-copy (STEM) has been shown to
provide real-time visualization of dynamic phenomena in materials such as compound
semiconductors76 and catalysts,77,78 as well as in biological materials.79 Because the
electromagnetic raster scanning process in STEM is inherently faster than the mechanical
movements required for STM, STEM is more readily applicable for probing dynamic
phenomena.
With the development of spherical aberration-corrected transmission electron
microscopy and apparatus for in situ experiments, it has become possible to perform
atomic-scale investigations of dynamic processes, such as morphological variations of
nanoparticles in gas environments80,81 and nucleation and growth of nanoparticles in
liquid.82,83 Especially, sub-Ångstrom-sized electron probes with high probe currents can
be formed in STEM, resulting in remarkably high spatial resolution and signal-to-noise
ratios.84 More important, the high signal-to-noise ratios in STEM imaging enable high
frame rates—on time scales of the order of a second. Furthermore, sub-Ångstrom spatial
resolution and the capability of atomic number (Z)-contrast STEM in quantifying threedimensional atomic configurations85 bolster the capabilities of high frame rates open
many new possibilities for applying of aberration-corrected STEM to visualize atomicscale dynamics of supported catalysts, which are typically composed of high-Z metal
clusters on low-Z oxide supports. Although there have been investigations of the surface
migration of nanoparticles and atoms on a carbon film,86,87 to the best of our knowledge,
surface migration of individual atoms and clusters with nuclearities less than about 10
atoms on industrial oxide supports with atomic spatial resolution and sub-second
temporal scales has been lacking.
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Herein, we report the use of high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) Z-contrast
imaging in a fast-scan aberration-corrected STEM to directly observe the beam-induced
surface migration of an iridium atom (Ir1) and a tri-iridium cluster (Ir3) supported on
MgO, a widely used support for industrial catalysts.

2.3.2

Methods

Such highly dispersed iridium catalysts are active for a wide range of reactions 88;
they were synthesized precisely by reaction of the precursor Ir(C2H4)2(acac) (acac is
acetylacetonate) with high-area MgO powder that had been partially dehydroxylated in
O2 at 973 K, as previously reported; the synthesis has been shown to lead to Ir(C2H4)2
groups bonded to MgO.89 Sequential Z-contrast STEM images showing the beaminduced migration of Ir1 on MgO(100) and of Ir3 on MgO(110) were collected with a
probe aberration-corrected FEI Titan microscope (operating voltage: 300 kV).
Prior to the surface migration experiments, we performed electron beam
showering before Z-contrast STEM imaging to make sure that the ligands on the iridium
were removed. As previously reported, electron beam showering (i.e., irradiation) is
effective for dissociating organometallic molecules (especially, metal–ligand bond
cleavage).90,91 The electron stimulated de-composition processes of organometallic
molecules has been demonstrated with Au(CH3)2(acac)92,93 and C5H4CH3Pt(CH3)3.94,95 In
this regard, it is realistic to infer that the iridium atoms in the samples we imaged were
ligand-free.
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To complement the observations, a series of ab-initio calculations using density
functional theory (DFT) was performed with the Vienna ab-initio Simulations Pack-age
(VASP)60,96 to determine adsorption energies and diffusion migration barriers of Ir1 and
Ir3 on MgO surfaces. In the DFT calculations, the Perdew-Wang exchange-correlation97
and the projector augmented wave (PAW)98 method with an energy cutoff of 400 eV
were used for the ligand-free iridium. The atomic positions were relaxed until the
Hellmann-Feynman forces were less than 4 x 10-3 eV/Å. Brillouin zone integrations
during the structural optimization are based on a (3 x 3 x 1) grid of Monkhorst-Pack
points.99 All the calculations were spin unrestricted. Further details of the calculations are
given in the section 2.3.5 Supplementary Information.

2.3.3

Results and Discussion

Figure 2.15a shows sequential Z-contrast STEM images of Ir1 on MgO(100)—the
most common and stable MgO surface—with an acquisition time of ~ 0.1 s per frame.
The atomic columns of MgO and Ir1 are clearly resolved. As a consequence of the nature
of Z-contrast imaging, the atomic columns of MgO appear darker than the column at
which Ir1 is located. During the sequential acquisition at the chosen scan rate, Ir1 was
observed to be predominantly located on top of the atomic columns (Mg or O sites) in the
collected images rather than in hollow (H) sites, verifying that the H sites are
energetically less favorable for Ir1. Consequently, we infer that the time that Ir1 spends in
the H sites is much shorter than the time it spends on top of the columns. However, the
adsorption sites of Ir1 on these sites on MgO(100) cannot be distinguished from each
other in a Z-contrast image, because when MgO is viewed along the [100] direction, as
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illustrated in Figure 2.15b, each atomic column consists of alternating Mg and O (i.e.,
Mg-O-Mg-O… or O-Mg-O-Mg…). Therefore, the average integrated intensities of the
atomic columns in the images are indistinguishable. Although the exact site of Ir1 is not
directly determined by the data, evidence provided by extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy indicates that the Ir atoms in the ligated complexes
Ir(C2H4)2 are bonded to two O atoms each.80,82 A key observation from the sequential
STEM images is that Ir1 mainly prefers to hop diagonally back and forth across the H
sites. This observation reveals that Ir1 has a tendency to be preferentially adsorbed on
particular surface sites.

Figure 2.15 (a) Sequential Z-contrast STEM images showing diagonal jumps of Ir1 on
MgO(100). (b) Atomic configurations of a MgO(100) slab. (Scale bar: 5 Å)
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To understand the diagonal jumps and the preferential adsorption of Ir1 on
MgO(100), we performed DFT calculations to determine the relative binding energy
(RBE) with respect to the most stable configuration, with the binding energy (BE)
defined as follows:

BE =

EMgO+Irx − EMgO − xEIr1,is
x

… (1)

where EMgO+Irx, EMgO, and EIr1,is are total energies of the MgO support with an adsorbed
Irx species and without an adsorbed Irx species, and an isolated Ir atom, respectively (x is
the number of Ir atoms (x = 1 corresponds to an mononuclear iridium species; x > 1
corresponds to an iridium cluster).
We found that the site preference for Ir1 binding on the MgO(100) surface is O
followed by H, and then Mg, with the corresponding RBE values of 0, 0.70, and 1.60
eV/Ir atom, respectively. This comparison suggests that the preferential adsorption site of
an Ir1 is the O site and the migration of an Ir1 on MgO(100) surface would occur between
the O sites across the H site. These theoretical results show consistency with our
experimental observation that Ir1 jumps diagonally across the MgO(100) surface; the
interpretation is consistent with the inference based on EXAFS spectroscopy
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that O

sites are ligands of the iridium.

Figure 2.16a shows sequential Z-contrast STEM images representing the
migration of an Ir3 cluster on MgO(110), which is not only chemically reactive101 but also
provides an excellent opportunity for determining the adsorption sites of supported metal
clusters. When the MgO support is tilted along the [110] zone axis, as illustrated in
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Figure 2.16b, each atomic column contains a single kind of atom (Mg-Mg-Mg… and OO-O…) and, therefore, Mg sites and O sites of the surface are distinguishable in terms of
the intensities in the Z-contrast images. However, the sites at valleys (Mg(V) and O(V))
and peaks (Mg(P) and O(P)), illustrated in Figure 2.16b are not readily differentiated in
such images. In the sequential images, Ir3 (highlighted with the yellow square in Figure
2.16a) migrates towards a larger iridium cluster in a step that illustrates the sintering
process.

Figure 2.16 (a) Sequential Z-contrast STEM images showing rotational migration of Ir3
on MgO(110). (b) Atomic configurations of MgO(110). (Scale bar: 5 Å)

By comparing the measured intensity profiles of Ir3 (along the directions of the
blue and the green arrow shown in Figure 2.16a) with the reference intensity profile of
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MgO measured along the direction of the red arrow (frame 1 in Figure 2.16a), the
nuclearity of Ir3 and the locations of Ir atoms comprising it have been determined (Figure
2.17a). We found that the Ir atoms in the Ir3 cluster are adsorbed only on the Mg(V) sites,
on which an Ir atom can be bonded to two O(P) sites. Two Ir atoms (Ir2, arrow in Figure
2.17a) are stacked upright on an Mg(V) site (i.e., the Ir–Ir bond axis is nearly parallel to
an Mg column), and the third Ir atom (Ir1) rotates (in our case in a clockwise direction)
around the stacked Ir atoms through the other Mg(V) sites.

Thus, the imaging of Ir3 on MgO(110) determines the migration mechanism of Ir3,
involving the rotation of one Ir atom around the other two Ir atoms stacked upright on a
Mg(V) site and bonded with two O(P) sites. Figure 2.17b illustrates this rotational
migration mechanism of the Ir3 cluster observed in sequential STEM images.
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Figure 2.17 (a) Intensity profiles measured from the sequential STEM images (b) Atomic
models illustrating the rotational migration mechanism of Ir3 on the MgO surface.

Although we have directly visualized the migration process of an Ir3 cluster on
MgO(110) using aberration-corrected STEM, these images are not sufficient to determine
the adsorption energies and rate-determining parameters, such as the migration barrier of
Ir3 on MgO. Thus, we performed DFT calculations, which showed six different
energetically favorable configurations in the order of the increasing RBE values, shown
in Figure 2.18. Most of the configurations (defined in the caption of Figure 2.18) except
C6 are more stable than C5 (an in-plane triangular arrangement of Ir3), and, therefore, it
is expected that the frequency of observation for these configurations during STEM
imaging will be higher than that of the in-plane geometry of Ir3.
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Figure 2.18 Energetically favorable configurations of Ir3 on MgO(110) surface in order of
the relative binding energy.

We stress the comparison between the experimentally observed atomic
configurations of Ir3 and the energetically favorable configurations predicted by the DFT
calculations. From the theoretical point of view, we expect the C1 configuration to be the
most frequently observed one during the experiment, because C1 is energetically more
favorable than any other configuration. However, the experimental observation shown in
the first frame of the sequential STEM images (Figure 2.19a) is not consistent with the
asymmetric C1 structure (Figure 2.19b) but more like the symmetric C6 configuration
(Figure 2.19c), which is less stable by as much as 0.38 eV.
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Figure 2.19 Direct comparison of experimentally observed configurations (a) with
theoretically predicted configurations C1 (b) and C6 (c).

This point can be understood by the time averaging effect in the experiment.
When comparing the theoretical configuration (here, C1, Figure 2.19b) with the
experimental observation (Figure 2.19a), we need to consider the mirror configuration of
C1 (C1'), which can be generated by mirroring C1 along the dotted line in Figure 2.19.
Because the energy of C1' will be the same as that of C1, the flipping between C1 and C1'
can take place at a very high frequency, much faster than the experimental temporal
resolution. The averaging effect leads to the observation of an asymmetric C1
configuration as the symmetric one (i.e., C6, Figure 2.19c), and this effect has also been
known for Si dimers of Si(100).102 In this sense, time averaging should also be taken into
account when the theoretical configurations are directly compared with the experimental
observations.
However, the energetically favorable configurations demonstrated by the DFT
calculations are generally consistent with the experimentally observed ones in which two
Ir atoms are vertically stacked on an Mg site. Specifically, theoretically predicted
configurations show that the two Ir atoms stacked on top of each other (hereafter, Ir2s) are
preferentially located on top of the Mg(V) site, where Ir2s can be bonded to two O(P) sites,
as previously described.
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Besides determining the stable configurations and corresponding RBE values, we
used the nudged elastic band (NEB) approach103 to calculate the energy barrier of the
rotational migration of Ir3 following the frames shown in Figure 2.3.3b, finding an energy
barrier of 0.44 eV.

2.3.4

Conclusions

In summary, we have visualized the surface migration of an Ir1 atom on
MgO(100) and of an Ir3 cluster on MgO(110) by sequentially collecting Z-contrast
images using fast-scan aberration-corrected STEM. The sub-second temporal resolution
and the atomic spatial resolution allowed capture of individual atomic scale steps in the
surface migration of Ir1 and Ir3 on MgO surfaces. Theoretical DFT calculations confirm
the experimental observations and provide more detailed quantitative information
characterizing the fundamentals of the observed surface migration (migration energy
barriers and binding energies). Thus, the combination of fast-scan aberration-corrected
STEM and DFT calculations has determined the migration mechanisms of Ir1 and Ir3 on
MgO: Ir1 is preferentially adsorbed on the O sites and jumps from O site to O site on
MgO(100). Ir3 on MgO(110) migrates through the rotational mechanism of the Ir1 around
Ir2s located on the Mg(V) site. These results demonstrate that fast-scan aberrationcorrected STEM combined with DFT is powerful for investigating the surface transport
mechanisms of supported metal species and for understanding of catalyst sintering and
deactivation.
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2.3.5

Supplementary Information

Materials and Methods
Materials and Sample Synthesis
The MgO support was obtained from EM Science. A paste was obtained by adding
deionized water to the MgO, and dried overnight in air at 120 ºC. The resultant solid was
ground and treated in flowing O2 as the temperature was ramped linearly at a heating rate
of 3 °C/min from room temperature to 700 °C and then held for 2 h in O2 flow following
by evacuation for 14 h at 700 °C, resulting in a high degree of dihydroxylation. The
resultant calcined MgO was then cooled to room temperature under vacuum and
transferred to an argon-filled glove box (< 1 ppm O2 and < 1 ppm H2O). The surface area
of final calcined MgO is approximately 100 m2/g. The precursor, Ir(C2H4)2(acac), was
synthesized as described before, and stored in an argon-filled glove box. To prepare the
supported catalyst containing 1.0 wt% Ir, 54 mg of Ir(C2H4)2(acac) and 2.946 g of
calcined MgO were slurried in dried and deoxygenated n-pentane (Fisher, HPLC grade,
dried and purified by a Grubbs apparatus, MBraun SPS, in the presence of argon) that
was initially at dry-ice temperature. The slurry was mixed for two days at dry-ice
temperature, and thereafter the solvent was removed by evacuation for a day. The
resultant supported iridium sample was light gray in color. It was stored in an argon-filled
glove box.
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Sample Handling
To transfer the supported iridium sample to the TEM facility, it was first packed in small
vials and wrapped with paraffin film under argon atmosphere. Then, the vials were
placed in a 10-cm vacuum tube sealed with vacuum flanges from both sides. The sealed
vacuum tube was then shipped to the TEM facility. At the TEM facility, the sealed
vacuum tube containing the samples were transferred into a glove bag filled with
ultrahigh-purity argon. In there, the tube was opened and the samples were loaded into a
lacey carbon grid, which was inserted in a TEM holder under argon. The glove bag was
next moved to the microscope and briefly opened, whereupon the TEM holder was
transferred quickly to the microscope. The turbo-molecular pump used to evacuate the
microscope chamber was switched on several minutes before insertion of the sample to
allow the attainment of its operational speed. The pumping on the airlock was begun
immediately after the specimen was inserted into the microscope. We estimate that the
time period during which trace contaminants of air might have intruded into the sample
holder prior to its insertion into the airlock and re-establishment of the vacuum was less
than 5 s.

Experimental
The fast-scan high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM imaging experiments were
performed at 300 kV using an FEI TitanS 80-300 electron microscope at the Center for
Nanophase Materials Sciences, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This microscope was
equipped with a high brightness XFEG field emission gun and a CEOS dodecapole probe
(STEM) aberration corrector. The images were captured by a HAADF detector with a
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probe convergence angle of 27.5 mrad and with collection angle from 50 to 200 mrad.
Intensities of atomic columns in the sequential Z-contrast images were quantified using
the ImageJ software.

Density Functional Theory Calculation
To investigate the relative stability of the different adsorption configurations of Ir(1-3)
clusters on both (110) and (100) MgO surfaces, calculations were performed using
Density Functional Theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna ab-initio Simulations
Package VASP with Perdew-Wang exchange-correlation functionals. We have used the
projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials with cutoff of 400 eV. The atomic positions
were relaxed until the Hellmann-Feynman forces were less than 4x10-3 eV/Å. Brillouin
zone integrations during the structural optimization are based on a (3x3x1) grid of
Monkhorst-Pack points. MgO (110) surfaces were modeled using periodic symmetric
seven-layer slabs, and a vacuum region of 19.16 Å, while MgO (100) were modeled
using asymmetric four-layer slabs and a vacuum region of 11.26 Å. The middle/bottom
layers were fixed at the calculated bulk lattice constant 4.207 Å, in the case of
symmetric/asymmetric slabs, respectively. The calculated lattice constant is in agreement
with previous ab-initio pseudopotential calculations (4.16 Å) and experimental
measurements (4.207 Å at 19.8 K).

The extent of the vacuum region was chosen larger for the (110) surface to accommodate
the Ir3 clusters adsorbed on both faces of the slabs, to ensure minimum interaction
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between the images. We used (2ax2a) and (2ax2a√2) surface cells to describe the (100)
and (110) surfaces, respectively, where a is the lattice parameter.
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2.4

In-situ TEM Study of a Thermal Behavior of Au-Fe3O4 dumbbell-like

nanoparticles: Discovery of Strong Metal-Support Bonding of Gold on Iron Oxide
Unpublished work copyright 2016 Chang Wan Han

2.4.1

Introduction

Metal nanoparticles (NPs) supported on an oxide support have been one of the
most important types of heterogeneous catalysts for producing chemical products as well
as for exhaust gas clean-up. It has long been known that the catalytic performances
including the activity, selectivity, and stability are strongly dependent both on the
supported metal NPs itself and on the metal support interaction. Since the metal support
interaction can dramatically change the catalytic property and the stability, many efforts
have been made to understand and utilize the interaction for the real catalytic applications.
Among the parameters determining the catalytic properties, the strength of the
metal-support bonding (MSB) is of utmost importance for the industrial heterogeneous
catalysts because MSB directly determines the stability (i.e., lifetime) of the supported
catalytic metal NPs.104 This is especially critical for the supported gold catalysts owing to
their low sintering resistance. Since the discovery of the high catalytic activity of gold NP
catalysts for low temperature CO oxidation,28,29 gold catalysts have been significantly
studied for various chemical processes for which they showed excellent catalytic
activities.105 Despite the high potential of the gold catalysts for greener chemical
processes, the rapid deactivation of them by the sintering of the gold NPs limits the
realization of a wide range of industrial applications of the supported gold catalysts.35,37
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Over the past two decades, numerous studies on the MSB between gold and metal
oxide supports have been conducted. Among various metal oxides, CeO2 has attracted
significant attention because Au/CeO2 shows not only high catalytic activities106–108 but
also highly stability against sintering.109 It has been found that the strong MSB (SMSB)
of gold with surface oxygen vacancies on CeO2 is the origin of the high stability of Au on
CeO2.109 More importantly, the metal-support interaction was highly dependent on the
morphology/surface structures (facets)109,110 and the size111 of CeO2 support particles.
This emphasizes the importance of the precise control of the metal oxide supports in
rational design of a stable gold catalyst. In spite of its significance, there has been no
study reported on the size-dependency of the SMSB of iron oxide.
Here, we report in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results showing a
direct experimental evidence of the SMSB between gold and iron oxide in the Au-Fe3O4
dumbbell nanoparticles (DNPs), where the average diameters of the Au NPs and the
Fe3O4 NPs are 5.0 nm and 10.4 nm, respectively. Drastic morphological changes of Au
NP from a spherical NP to a few atomic layer Au film (i.e., complete wetting) on Fe3O4
during the vacuum annealing directly indicates the presence of SMSB between Au and
Fe3O4 during the in-situ annealing experiment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first discovery of the SMSB of gold - iron oxide system.
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2.4.2

Methods

Materials and Chemicals
The following chemicals were purchased and used as-received without further
purification: anhydrous ethanol (C2H5OH, 200 proof, ACS/USP grade, Pharmco-Aaper),
hexanes (C6H14, technical grade, naphtha solvent, Fisher), isopropanol (C3H8O, certified
ACS plus, Fisher), gold(III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4-3H2O, > 99.9% trace metals
basis, Aldrich), iron(0) pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5, Aldrich), borane tert-butylamine
complex (BTB, C4H14BN, 97%, Aldrich), 1-octadecene (C18H36, technical grade, 90%,
Alfa Aesar), oleic acid (C18H34O2, technical grade, 90%, Aldrich), and oleylamine
(C18H33NH2, > 98% primary amine, Aldrich).

Organometallic Synthesis
Bifunctional composite Au-Fe3O4 dumbbell-like nanoparticles (DNPs) were prepared by
initiating the epitaxial growth of Fe on Au nanoparticle seeds112 followed by Fe oxidation
in an organometallic solution synthesis.113–115 Organic methods of synthesis were
employed to tightly regulate the size distribution of the nanoparticles and to direct the
controlled growth of Fe3O4 on the exposed (111) facets of the Au seeds.

Synthesis of Au Nanoparticles
Au nanoparticle seeds were prepared by mixing 0.1 mmol of HAuCl4-3H2O in 10 mL of
oleylamine and 10 mL of hexanes. The solution was heated to 40°C and purged under
inert Ar gas. After 10 min, 0.2 mmol of borane tert-butylamine complex (BTB) dissolved
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in 1 mL of oleylamine and 1 mL of hexanes was quickly injected and the solution was
stirred for an additional 1 hr as the nucleation and growth of the nanoparticles proceeded.
The Au nanoparticles were washed with ethanol and re-dispersed in hexanes for further
use.

Synthesis of Au-Fe3O4 Nanoparticles
To synthesize Au-Fe3O4 nanoparticles, 0.5 mL of oleic acid was added to 20 mL of 1octadecene. The solution was stirred and purged with Ar gas at 120°C for 15 min. 0.02
mL of Fe(CO)5 in 1 mL of 1-octadecene was injected into the solution. The solution was
stirred at 120°C for 20 min. 0.5 mL of oleylamine added to 10 mg of Au seeds dispersed
in 2 mL of hexanes. This seed solution was quickly injected into the reaction mixture.
The resulting solution was rapidly heated to 300°C and held at refluxing conditions for
15 min. The resulting Au-Fe3O4 dumbbell-like heterodimers were cooled to room
temperature and washed with isopropanol to remove excess surfactants.

In-situ high temperature TEM imaging
In-situ TEM videos (2024*2024 resolution) were collected at 300 kV using a probe
aberration-corrected FEI Titan-S 80-300 equipped with a Gatan OneView CMOS camera
and a Protochips Aduro MEMS heating stage at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Thanks
to a low thermal-drift rate of the MEMS heating stage during the annealing,
morphological transformations of the DNPs could be investigated from room temperature
to 550 °C at the same locations and same particles. The electron beam-current and the
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dose rate were 3.32 nA and 87300 e/nm2-sec, respectively. The frame rate of collecting
the videos were variably chosen from 10 fps to 25 fps. Due to the huge size of videos (a
few TB in total, ~ 6 MB/frame), only the first frame of each minute could be chosen and
aligned using the StackReg code116 implemented in the ImageJ117 to make a drift
corrected in-situ video shown in Figure 2.4.1. Therefore, although raw videos have a
higher frame rate (i.e., 10 fps to 25 fps), the final corrected videos have a frame rate of 1
fpm. We repeated in situ TEM experiments at a lower acceleration voltage, 60 kV to
make sure the wetting process was not induced by an energetic electron beam (300 kV).
The beam-current and the dose rate for the 60 kV experiments were 3.26 nA and 57200
e/nm2-sec.

In-situ STEM-EELS
In-situ STEM-EELS were performed at 500 °C on a 300 kV FEI Titan ETEM 80-300
equipped with a Gatan Tridiem GIF with an energy dispersion of 0.3 eV/ch and Gatan
single tilt 752 heating stage. The STEM probe current (Spot size 4) was 0.078 nA (dose
rate: 87.7 e/Å2-sec) and the camera length was 100 mm to increase the collection
efficiency, although the signal to noise ratio of ADF-STEM imaging was not the optimal.
The GIF entrance aperture was 2 mm and the acquisition time per spectra was 2 seconds
with a vertical binning of 8.
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ADF-STEM Tomography
3D structures of the pristine DNPs were analyzed by ADF-STEM electron
tomography. An ADF tilt series (1024*1024 resolution, 5 second frame time) was
collected from -70 ° to 52 ° with 2 ° increment. The magnification during the tilt series
collection was 450 kX and the probe current was 0.296 nA (spot size 6). The tilt series
was aligned by the fiducial marker alignment using the IMOD software25 and the aligned
tilt series was reconstructed using a model based iterative algorithm implemented in the
TEMBIR software.19 3D visualization (volume rendering) of the reconstructed tomogram
was performed using the Tomviz software.118

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
XPS data were obtained using a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer with monochromic
Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV) at pass energy of 20 and 160 eV for high-resolution
and survey spectra, respectively. A commercial Kratos charge neutralizer was used to
avoid non-homogeneous electric charge of non-conducting powder and to achieve better
resolution. The resolution measured as full width at half maximum of the curve fitted C
1s peak was approximately 1 eV. Binding energy (BE) values refer to the Fermi edge and
the energy scale was calibrated using Au 4f7/2 at 84.0 eV and Cu 2p3/2 at 932.67 eV.
XPS data

were

analyzed

with

CasaXPS

software

version

2313

Dev64

(www.casaxps.com). Prior to data analysis, the C-C component of the C 1s peak was set
to a binding energy of 284.8 eV to correct for charge on each sample. Curve-fitting
was performed

following

a

linear

or

Shirley

background

subtraction
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using Gaussian/Lorentzian peak shapes. The atomic concentrations of the elements in the
near-surface region were estimated taking into account the corresponding Scofield atomic
sensitivity factors and inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of photoelectrons using standard
procedures in the CasaXPS software. Fe3O4 nanoparticles and Au/Fe3O4 heterodimers
were drop cast on silicon wafers attached to a copper sample holder. Bulk Fe3O4 powder
(<5 µm, 95%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and loaded directly onto a sample
holder. In-situ heating was performed using a built in resistive heating block to anneal
the samples to 500°C for at least one hour prior to collecting XPS data.

Density Functional Theory calculations
Periodic plane wave Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were performed with
VASP 5.3.5 using the Projector Augmented Wave Method (PAW) for Fe2O3 (0001),
Fe3O4 (111), FeO (100), FeO (111) and Fe (110) surfaces. Au nanoparticles are
represented as Au (111) films in the DFT models, with pseudomorphic registry on the
iron oxides and a moiré pattern on Fe (110). Geometries of the models are shown in
Figure 2.24. The model construction is explained in greater detail in the Supporting
Information. Self-consistent electronic energies are calculated using the PBE functional
within the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA). The PBE+U approach is
employed for partially correcting the pathological self-interaction error prevalent in
standard GGA functionals like PBE. Electronic cores of Fe, O and Au are represented by
PAW PBE pseudopotentials. Further details including kinetic energy cutoffs, k-points
based on the Monkhorst Pack scheme, magnetization and the numerical cut offs
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employed for iterative solutions of the Kohn Sham equations are provided in the
Supplementary Information. Binding energies of Au films (equation 2), reflecting their
heats of adsorption on iron oxide substrates are reported with respect to bulk FCC Au.

2.4.3

Results and Discussion

Figure 2.20 shows snapshots of the in-situ TEM movie summarizing the thermal
behaviors and morphological changes (i.e., wetting) of the Au-Fe3O4 DNPs and Au NPs
with increasing temperature. Au NPs were intentionally mixed with the DNPs with the
aim of comparing the thermal behaviors of the DNPs and Au NPs (marked with dotted
line in Figure 1a). The Au-Fe3O4 DNPs were gradually heated up from room temperature
up to 550 °C under high vacuum (1.88×10-7 Torr) with the heating profile (time vs.
temperature) of the in-situ TEM experiment presented in Figure 2.20g.
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Figure 2.20 Snapshots of an in-situ heating TEM movie summarizing the thermal
behavior of Au-Fe3O4 DNPs. (a) The initial frame taken at ~ 100 °C (b-f) Sequential
snapshots showing the wetting behaviors of Au NPs on iron oxide domains. For better
visibility, Au and Fe3O4 are false colored as transparent red and blue, respectively. (g)
Temperature vs. time profile of the annealing experiment.

With increasing the annealing temperature from the room temperature to ~ 350 °C, a
neck formation between regular Au NPs (without Fe3O4), which is the first step of
sintering process, was observed. As the temperature was further increased, the regular Au
NPs coalesced together and formed several bigger Au particles. However, the gold
domain of the DNPs started to flatten and partially covered the surface of the iron oxide
domain at ~ 350 °C (Figure 20.2b-f). As the wetting process further proceed, the iron
oxide domain was totally covered by the gold thin film at ~ 500 °C. A thickness of the
flattened Au on iron oxide was calculated as 1.9 Å, which corresponds to one monolayer
of Au film on an iron oxide NP, assuming the shape of Au and Fe3O4 are spherical and
their volume are conserved during the entire heating experiment.
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The observed structures of one monolayer gold film on a Fe3O4 domain indicate that
strong bonds (i.e., SMSB) were formed at the interface between Au and Fe3O4 during the
in-situ annealing as much as a metal-substrate (Au-Fe3O4) interfacial adhesion is stronger
than metal-metal (Au-Au) bonds (or, the surface tension of Au NP). This is surprising,
because it is contradictory to the well-known fact that a gold film grown on an extended
surface of a single-crystalline Fe3O4 substrate at high temperatures (400°C and 750°C)
has a 3D island shape rather than a 2D film structure,119,120 which corresponds to a
Volmer-Weber growth mode, wherein the strength of the interfacial adhesion is weaker
than gold-gold bonds. The change of the strength of the MSB between the Au-Fe3O4
DNPs during the can be estimated by calculating the adhesion energy using Young-Dupré
equation (Eq. 1).

Eadh = γ np (1− cosθ )

… Equation 1.

where γnp and θ is the surface tension of the supported nanoparticle and the contact angle.

In our case of a gold thin film on an iron oxide nanoparticle where theta equals 180 °, the
adhesion energy is estimated as 2.56 J/m2 (2×γAu(111)) and this value is 0.26 J/m2 higher
than the previously reported value of Au(111)/Fe3O4(111) (2.3 J/m2), which reported
elsewhere.121
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The major structural difference between the Au-Fe3O4 DNPs and Au/single-crystalline
Fe3O4 with an extended surface, which might be causing the directly-opposed wetting
behavior, is the size and morphology of the nanoFe3O4. In our case of the DNPs, the
nanoFe3O4 domain has only an average diameter of ~ 10 nm. Moreover, due to the large
curvature of the nanoFe3O4 domain, the chemical potential of the surface atoms on the
spherical Fe3O4 with ~ 5 nm radius is much higher compared to the extended flat Fe3O4,
as predicted from the Gibbs-Thomson equation. This higher surface chemical potential
possibly causes the surface to be more reactive and form a stronger adhesion with gold
than the flat Fe3O4 surfaces. According to the report by Carrettin et al., Au/nano-CeO2
(i.e., 3~4 nm CeO2) has two orders of magnitude of higher catalytic activity for a CO
oxidation, compared to Au/regular-CeO2.111 The authors claimed that the strong size
dependent behavior in the catalytic measurement is due to the large number of oxygen
vacancies on the nanoCeO2 surfaces.
Another remarkable difference between the nanoFe3O4 of the DNPs and regular Fe3O4 is
the facets enclosing the Fe3O4 crystal. In contrast to the regular Fe3O4, the nanoFe3O4
domain in the DNPs are epitaxially grown on the Au NP seeds during the synthesis of the
DNPs. Therefore, thermodynamically less favorable Fe3O4 (011) and (131) facets122,123
can be formed along with Fe3O4 (111) due to the epitaxial relationship of Au and Fe3O4
(Au(220)[112]//Fe3O4(440)[112] and Au(111)[112]//Fe3O4(222)[112] with a ~2.7 % and
~3 % lattice mismatch, respectively) (Figure 2.21 a, b).
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The epitaxial facet developments of Fe3O4 in the DNPs were also observed from the
annular-dark field (ADF) electron tomography investigation (Figure 2.21 c. d). In this
regard, we believe the energetically reactive facets of the DNPs might also contribute to
the SMSB.

Figure 2.21 HRTEM and 3D Tomogram of Au-Fe3O4 showing an epitaxial relationship
between Au and Fe3O4 (a, b) High resolution TEM images (top) and Fast-Fourier
transformation (FFT) patterns (bottom) of Au-Fe3O4 DNPs showing the facets of Fe3O4.
FFT patterns were collected from Fe3O4 to determine a zone axis. (c) Volume-rendered
ADF-STEM Tomogram (top) and orthogonal slice (bottom) of Au-Fe3O4 DNPs showing
the facet relationship (Contrast adjustment for the orthogonal slice was performed for a
better visibility of Fe3O4).
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To investigate the changes of the local chemical nature of the DNPs during the
vacuum annealing, we performed in-situ scanning TEM (STEM) electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) during annealing of the Au-Fe3O4 DNPs at 500 °C. Several
different DNPs, which correspond to the “initial”, “intermediate”, and “final” state of the
gold wetting/flattening process, were characterized. Figure 2.22 shows annular dark-field
(ADF) STEM images of the DNP representing one of the above-mentioned states along
with the locally collected EEL spectra from the DNPs shown in the STEM images. The
locations where EEL spectrum collection was performed and the corresponding spectrum
are color-coded accordingly.
The DNP before the flattening maintained its dumbbell shape and a noticeable phase
transformation, such as an intermixing between gold and iron oxide, was not observed
(Figure 2.22a). However, as can be seen in Figure 2.22b where the hemisphere of iron
oxide domain was partially covered by flattened gold, we found that the surface of the
“gold covered” iron oxide hemisphere was heavily reduced and consequently, O K edge
intensity was negligible. On the contrary, another hemisphere with no Au was remained
as a form of an iron oxide, although it was not possible to determine the oxidation state of
Fe due to a low signal to noise ratio of the in-situ EEL spectra (green spectra in Fig.
2.22b). The final state shown in Fig. 2.22c illustrates that the iron oxide is fully covered
by the Au film while the core still remained as an oxide, although the iron oxide surface
was highly reduced.
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Figure 2.22 Results of in-situ STEM-EELS showing ADF-STEM images and EEL
spectrum collected from the DNPs at (a) “initial”, (b) “intermediate”, and (c) “final” state
of the wetting/flattening process.

This result suggests that the SMSB in the Au-Fe3O4 DNPs is correlated with the surface
reduction of the iron oxide domain. The role of surface oxygen vacancies of the metal
oxides on MSB has been investigated by several researchers and it has been reported that
the surface oxygen vacancies of CeO2 and TiO2 strongly adsorb metal atomic species and
NPs and stabilize them.124,125 Moreover, it has also been pointed out that the amount of
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surface oxygen vacancies contributing to the strength of MSB is strongly dependent on
the facets enclosing the support particles because the redox capability of a metal oxide is
dependent on the type of facets.109,110,126 Therefore, we may conclude that the unique
SMSB of the DNPs is due to the higher reducibility (or, higher surface oxygen vacancy
concentration) of nanoFe3O4 having high surface chemical potential and reactive facets,
as discussed above.
In order to determine the oxidation states and progression of the reduction process,
we performed X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of the DNPs “before”
and “during” vacuum annealing at 500 °C. The heating was performed in-situ allowing
spectra to be obtained while the sample was held at 500 °C and were given one hour to
equilibrate before beginning the acquisition. Before heating the sample to 500 °C, the Fe
2p3/2 main peak is located at 710.5 eV with no distinct shake up feature, which is
characteristic127 of the convolution of the Fe3+ and Fe2+ features present in Fe3O4. During
the vacuum annealing, the main Fe 2p3/2 peak shifts to 709.3 eV and a distinct shake up
feature appears at 715.6 eV, as shown in Figure 2.23a. Both the peak position and the
distance between the main peak and the shake up feature indicate the reduction to Fe2+.128
Along with the reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+, a prominent feature representing 30% of the
total Fe signal appears at 706.8 eV indicating the reduction to metallic iron.
Accompanying the reduction of Fe, a shift in the Au 4f7/2 peak from 83.8 eV to 84.2 eV
is seen due to the heating, as shown in Figure 2.23b. This 0.4 eV chemical shift can be
explained either by a flattening effect or by gold coordinating with iron forming an
intermetallic phase.
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Figure 2.23 (a) F 2p spectra collected at 500 °C for bulk Fe3O4, nanoFe3O4, and
Au/Fe3O4 DNPs. Reference lines for the features are shown to help guide the eyes and are
taken from Ref128. (b) Au 4f spectra from the Au/Fe3O4 DNPs taken as prepared and after
annealing to 500 °C. (Data was collected and provided by Cory Milligan, Dr. Dmitri
Zemlyanov, and Prof. Fabio H Ribeiro)

This XPS result indicating the surface reduction of the nanoFe3O4 is interesting.
According to Syed et al., a100 nm thick Fe3O4 thin film deposited on Si substrate was
quite stable against the reduction in the vacuum annealing (from 573 K to 973 K at
9.75×10-7 Torr) and therefore, the Fe 2p3/2 peak in the XPS spectra was remained on the
same binding energy. Also, a characteristic peak indicating a metallic Fe has never
appeared.129 Similar result was also observed in our in-situ XPS measurement of a few
micrometer sized bulk Fe3O4 at 500 °C in ultrahigh vacuum condition (Figure 2.23a Blackline). In contrast to the case of nanoFe3O4 and Au/Fe3O4 DNPs, the Fe 2p3/2 peak
of bulk Fe3O4 showed a characteristic shape and position of unreduced Fe3O4. This
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suggests that the spherical nanoFe3O4 has a higher reducibility and a higher capability of
containing oxygen vacancies on its surface compared to flat extended Fe3O4. Furthermore,
our STEM-EELS results and this allowed us to come to a conclusion that the SMSB
between Au and iron oxide is induced by a unique reducibility of nano Fe3O4 of the
DNPs.
A similar XPS experiment was performed on the nanoFe3O4 NPs synthesized without
gold to determine if the reduction behavior is due to the size effect of the nanoFe3O4 or if
gold plays an important role in the observed reduction phenomena. The spectra, shown in
Figure 2.23a - Redline, obtained from “before” and “during” experiments are
qualitatively similar to the Au-Fe3O4 DNPs. Both show a reduction of Fe3O4 to FeO and
Fe, but the difference arises in the relative concentration of metallic iron formed. As
shown in Figure 2.23a, without the presence of gold only 7.5% of the total iron signal
appears as metallic iron compared to the 30% when gold is present. These results prove
that the nanoFe3O4 is reducible even without gold, although gold accelerates the
reduction phenomena. Therefore, the difference in the reducibility between the
nanoFe3O4 and the extended Fe3O4 can be understood as a shape and size-dependent
phenomena. Moreover, it can be concluded that the higher concentration of the surface
oxygen vacancies on the Fe3O4 domain causes the SMSB.

We performed first principles Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations to
investigate the SMSB in the Au-Fe3O4 DNPs observed upon reduction of the surface
during in-situ annealing. The interaction of a progressively reducing iron oxide support
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with Au nanoparticles was studied by performing a trend based analysis of the stability of
Au (111) films on a range of single crystal iron oxide surfaces, with a variety of oxidation
states – starting from the most oxidized (Fe2O3), to partially reduced (Fe3O4), and finally
to the most reduced (metallic Fe) supports. In addition, since XPS clearly shows the
presence of Fe2+, we also studied Au binding energies on model FeO surfaces. In reality,
FeO seems to be amorphous phase not a crystalline phase based on our in-situ electron
diffraction experiment, in which no reflections from crystalline FeO phase was observed.
Therefore, more accurate description on the phase containing Fe2+ might be highly
reduced FeOx. Although not stable in the bulk phase, FeO serves as a simple model to
simulate the effect of Fe2+ on stability of Au films, and allows us to compare trends in Au
binding energies with oxidation state of Fe.
We studied Au (111) films with a pseudomorphic registry on Fe2O3 (0001), Fe3O4 (111)
and FeO (111) while a moire pattern of the film on Fe (110) was studied to minimize
strain effects. In addition to calculating binding energies, the stability of Au films on
Fe2O3 (0001), Fe3O4 (111), FeO (111) and Fe(110) has been evaluated using an ab initio
phase diagram approach.
Binding energies (Ebinding) on the oxygen and iron terminated surfaces of various iron
oxide models are shown in Figure 4(a). The binding energies were calculated as,
"#$%&$%' =

)*+ -. /0123 4)/0123 45*+ )*+ 67-8 9. :+;<
5*+ -. =+>?6@0

… Equation 2.

where Ei is the DFT calculated ground state energy of system i and NAu is number of Au
atoms and a more negative value of the binding energy indicates stronger binding.
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The total energy of bulk Au is corrected for nanoparticle size effects using the Gibbs –
Thompson relation. The binding energy of Au (111) on the Fe terminated surface (O
terminated surface) is represented as blue bars (orange bars) in Figure 2.24a. Au (111)
interacts very weakly with the O terminated surface as evidenced by the positive binding
energies. In contrast, the adsorption energy of Au (111) on iron terminated surfaces is
quite exothermic, being -0.37 eV for Fe2O3 (0001), -0.28 eV for Fe3O4 (111), -0.86 eV
for FeO (111) and finally -0.72 eV for Fe (110). Moreover, the monotonic decrease in the
binding energy of Au (111) with progressively lower oxidation state of iron shows
increased interaction between Au and the iron oxide surface upon reduction.
Such a trend qualitatively confirms the electron microscopy and XPS observations which
report a flattening of Au nanoparticles concomitant with reduction of the Au/iron oxide
interface with increasing temperature. These DFT calculations were combined with
thermodynamic relations to construct ab initio phase diagrams of Au films supported on
Fe3O4 (111) as well as Fe2O3 (0001). The phase diagrams show that at low oxygen
chemical potentials (representing high temperatures and low oxygen partial pressures),
Au (111) films on reduced iron oxide are the thermodynamically most stable phase, while
at higher oxygen chemical potentials, the iron oxide supports without any Au films shows
highest stability.
This is line with experimental observations that flattening of Au nanoparticles occurs at
higher temperatures. Finally, our calculations show that the oxygen vacancy formation
energy for FeO (111) is lowered by 0.74 eV in the presence of an Au film, indicating that
formation of oxygen vacancy in FeO becomes significantly more favorable in presence of
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Au. Such trends are observed on FeO (100) too, where vacancy formation energy
decreases by 0.96 eV in the presence of Au. This evidence, concomitant with XPS results
demonstrate that Au NPs accelerate the latter stages of reduction of iron oxide.
Overall, DFT calculations show progressively stronger binding of thin Au films with
reduction of iron oxide support, in line with experimental observations. The phase
diagrams further confirm stability of Au films under UHV with increasing temperature.
Thus, stronger adhesion of thin films on reduced iron oxide and more favorable oxygen
vacancy formation in the presence of Au, cause increased stability of Au thin films on
reduced iron oxide surfaces at high temperatures. This qualitatively confirms the SMSB
between Au and Fe3O4 DNPs as evidenced by the flattening of Au films through the insitu TEM experiment.
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Figure 2.24 Trends in binding energies of epitaxial Au (111) films as iron oxide is
progressively reduced from Fe2O3 to Fe. Binding on the Fe terminated surfaces (blue) is
significantly more favorable in comparison with O terminated surfaces (orange). The
monotonic reduction in binding energy confirms stronger adsorption of Au as the iron
oxide is reduced, corroborating surface science studies. (b) 2 ML Au film supported on
the 2-Fe termination of Fe2O3 (0001). (c) 2 ML Au film supported on the oct-1 Fe3O4
(111) termination. (d) 2 ML Au film adsorbed on Fe terminated FeO (111) surface. (e) 2
ML Au (111) film adsorbed on metallic Fe (110) surface. Au atoms are in yellow, Fe
atoms in brown and O atoms are shown in red. (Data was collected and provided by Tej
Choski, Paulami Majumdar, and Prof. Jeffrey Greeley)
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2.4.4

Conclusions

In summary, we have shown that gold NPs of the DNPs were flattened and
completely covered the iron oxide domain of the DNPs using in-situ TEM. This drastic
morphological change of Au representing a FvdM mode is a direct evidence of the SMSB
between gold and iron oxide, which was occurred during the vacuum annealing. The
origin of the SMSB observed from the DNPs is attributed to the higher reducibility and
higher concentration of the surface oxygen vacancies of the spherical nanoFe3O4 (i.e.,
iron oxide domains of the DNPs): in-situ STEM-EELS showed that the Au covered part
of the nanoFe3O4 was highly reduced. XPS experiments showed that the nanoFe3O4 NPs
were readily reduced during the vacuum annealing, while Fe3O4 thin film was highly
stable against surface reduction. A series of our experimental results suggests a strong
correlation between the wetting/SMSB and the surface reduction. DFT calculations also
revealed that thin Au films will have a stronger bonding as the iron oxide support is
further reduced.
The SMSB observed in the Au-Fe3O4 DNPs is not only physically interesting but
also is practically important, because it emphasize the importance of the size and
morphology control of a metal oxide support for tuning the metal-support bonding and it
opens a possibility of preparing highly stable Au catalysts by optimizing the support size.
In this regard, it is worth to revisit pre-existing metal oxide supports and carefully
investigate their size dependent properties, because the metal-support interaction might
be totally different with respect to the morphology and the size of materials, as we
observed. More importantly, this work demonstrates the importance of nano-engineering
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to develop novel materials from pre-existing materials ultimately for the development of
improved catalysts and highly stable functional nanostructures for other applications,
such as energy storage and conversion devices.
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CHAPTER 3. CONCLUSIONS

Advanced TEM techniques including electron tomography, sequential aberrationcorrected STEM imaging, and in-situ TEM have been developed and/or been used to
characterize

various

heterogeneous

catalysts.

Within

the

philosophy

of

the

Multidimensional Electron Microscopy, many length scales (from atomic to meso scale)
and dynamics of the heterogeneous catalysts have been investigated at the same time by
combining advanced TEM techniques. Especially, chapter 2.4 demonstrates how
multidimensional approach (time + space + energy loss) in TEM can solve a scientific
nature of the unusual thermal behaviors of Au-Fe3O4 dumbbell-like nanoparticles.
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